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COURSE: D.C. CIRCUITS

DESCRIPTION:

Direct crent (DC) circuits deals with the basic electrical properties of current,
voltage, resistance, magnetism, mutual induction and capacitance. The inter-
relationships of these properties are explored For various series, parallel and
series-parallel circuits. Background theory and experimental practice is provided.

RATIONALE:

Knowledge about electrical/electronic fundamental concepts, principles and
procedures are required for a person to be successful in an electrical/electronic
service occupation. Basic electrical theory is important for the person that
plans to diagnose prot.ems or make tests of electrical/electronic circuits. These

are circuits that fur,-.tion with direct current applications.

OBJECTIVES:

Given a student handbook, a student unit booklet, equipment and work station
facilities, complete -.,,xercises and experiments that enable you to identify
and explain_charactertis of electricity.

Mathematically determine and measure with equipment, current, resistance, power and
voltage and their effect in direct current circuits.

PREREQUISITES:

Must be able to discriminate all colors.
Capab of usln algebra.

RESOURCES:

A resource list is attached.

GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS:

This course has ten units. Each unit has a Unit Learning Experience Guide (LEG)
that gives directions for unit completion. Each unit consists of Learning Activity
Packages (LAPs) that provide specific information for completion of a learning
activity. Pretesting results direct the student t units and performance activities

The general procedure for this course is as follows:

I. Read the assigned unit LEG for this course.
2. Begin and complete the first assigned LAP.
3. Proceed to the next assigned LAP in the unit,
4. Complete all required LAPs for the unit by following teps

2 through 4.

5. Take the unit tests as described in the Unit LEG "Evaluation Procedures".
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General instructions. (continued)

6. Proceed to the next assigned unit in this course.
7. Follow steps 1 throJgh 7 for all required units for this course.
S. Proceed to the next assigned course.

You will work independently unless directed to do otherwise. When questions or
problems arise, you are expected to discuss them with the instructor. At all
times remember to follow correct safety procedures during the performance activity.

UNIT TITLES:

.01 Current

.02 Voltage

.03 Resistance

.04 Measuring Voltage and Current in Series Circuits

.05 Relationships of Current, Voltage and Resistance

.06 Parallel Circuits

.07 SeriesParallel Circuits

.08 Magnetism and Electromagnetics

.09 Mutual Induction and RL Circuits

.10 Capacitance

EVALUATION PROCEDURE:

Course evaluation of the student is by pre and post testing using a multiple-
choice type of test.

In this course, the course test is used as a pretest to determine which units,
if any, the student may be able to validate. For each unit on the course
pretest that the student correctly completes 4 out of 5 items, for each LAP
part, the student is considered validated.

The course test will also be taken by the student as a post test to determine
any changes resulting from taking all or part of the course.

FOLLOW THROUGH! :

If the information in this guide is clear to you, go to the first assigned Unit
Learning Experience Guide (LEG).

If you have a question, ask your instructor for help.

4



RESOURCE LIST BY COURSE FOR

CURRICULUM AREA 77: RADIO & TELEVISION SERVICEMAN

DC Circuits 77.01

Printed Materials

1. DC Circuits, An Individualized Approach to Electronics, (set of
teh booklets, student handbook, and progress tests). Paul E. Trcjo,
Westinghouse Learning Corpora ion, New York, New York, 1972.

Audio/Visual

none

Equipment

1. Electricity/Electronics, "C" Case-Combination Learning Unit portable,
Model BG85OA /C, Brodhead-Garrett, Sacramento, California.

2. Regulated power suply.
3. Stop watch.
4. Vacuum tube volt meter.
5. Volt- ohirmeter.
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1. Electrical movement is theoretical becau9e:
(A) electicill mo-ement is only her.rspv
(11) thc pifc,ct_!, of rlt-ctricit7 unnrnolc
(C) ,,xi:,tenc of clectiiity 1: not :)ositivel'; known

(D) clectricnl mo_-ement or flow c:nnot Le directlY

2. elcment f; the electron in tl.c dirrrnm :plow?

(A) r

(P)

/- 0----/ \
/ \

(C) c I

(1)) C I

1

\ /

/

/
--

a

0 If a neutrrg atom contnins orotow; pncl 1( noutrou,;, i

(A) L. electrons,
(10 24 electrons
(C) 14 electron::
(U) it electrons

4. The nucleus of an atom is:

(A) composed cJ elc:.ctrons and neutrons.
(B) tha lightest ,rt of the atom.
(C) at th- of the ato.ii.

(D) at the outside of the atom.

5. In any atom:

(A) the neutron orbits the proton and the electron.
(B) the electron orbits the nucleus.
(C) the proton orbits the nucleus.
(.!-) Ole neutron orbits the electron.

t
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77.01.C1.02

77.01.00.00.A2-2

6. In a diagram of an atom, the electron would be shown as which of thi,
following?
(A)

7. When an electron is removed from a neutral atom, the atom becomes:

(A) a negative ion
(B) a positi :e ion
(C) an unchanged ion
(D) a free ion

8 . Which of the following diagrams represent an ion atom?
(A)

(B)

(C)

(D)

_
.....---- \

N/ / / ."'" \

// /
"....

---\ \
\

'
/ / /r--- \ \ \

1

11 )\ \ /\

1 9
\ \ .,

\ ' /
\ \ \ ,./ / iiI \ -....___.../ / /

/ ,, \ N ../ / \ ---.. ...." /
\ .

/
,._ -...._____..." /---, N.,,,,...._

N.. V`. ..." -....... ....-

A S

9. Coulomb's law of charged bodies states that:
(A) unliAe char1.-:c: repel, like charges attract
(B) attract, like charges repel
(C) both un:ikc and like charges AL; Act
(D) both unlike and like charges repel

0

10. Coulomb's law 1..; concerned with attraction or repulsion between charged
bodies. It therefore applies to:
(A) free or captiYe electrons
(B) neutrons
(C) ions
(D) nucleus

77.01.01.03

It. Check the phrase that correctly describes electron current f'nw:
(A) the drifting of outermot electrons away from their atomic nucli
(B) the directed drift of positL%e and negative charg.es through a wire
(C) free electrons movin in one direction
(D) the random drift of electrons in a conductor
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(continued)

schematic shown identify the12. In the
(A)

6(C)
(u)

77.01.00.00.A2-2

thrt represents the !Jottery.

13. What is the name of the component indicnted by tAlp letter "a" in the
diagram below"?
(A) batLery
(B) ;witch

(G) re!';inLor

(D) lamp

b a

14. Which of the symbols in this schematic indicates a conductor wire?

(A)
(B)
(C)

(D) a b

0-t!"""""C-__

d

15. Any device that uses electrical energy is called a load. Mark the schematic
symbol that represents the load in the circuit we hai-2 considered.

(A)

(B)

(C)

(D)
a

A 8
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77.01.01.04

16. Which
(A)

(B)

(C)

(0)

77.01.00.00.A2-2

of the following circuits will have the greater current flow?

aI

A

When converted to scientific notation, the number 1560 becomes:

(A) 1.56 x 10
2

(C) 0.156 x 10 1

(B) 15.6 x 10
1

(0) 1.5(, x 103

77.01.01.05

18. Which of the following statements is correct?
(a) the ammeter is used to measure coulombs per second and is represented

schematically by 0
(B) the basic unit of electron current is the volt
(C; when meaz-_:-ing current, the ammeter must be connected in parallel
(D) 1 Y may not be ,:.:erved when connecting ammeter into the circuit

19. Which part
(A) 4

(8) 2

(C) 3

(C) 1.

20. Current
(A) in

(B) in

(C) in

(D) in

of the ammeter is the negative terminal?

through an ammeter flows:
LA th ronitive terminal
at the negative terminal
at the negative terminal
at the positive terminal

2

4i

,

A. ETER 10-

red e biadc

an,1 out at the negative terminal
and out at the negative terminal
and out at the positive. terminal
and out at the positive terminal

9
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77.01.01.05 (continued)

77.01.00.00.A2-2

21. Which meter is properly connected for taking current measurements?

(A) meter 3
(8) meter 1

(C) meter 2

(D) meter 4 -4-

4

22. With respect to the voltage source, an ammeter should always be placed in

a curcuit:
(P.) in series
(B) in parallel
(C; as close as possible to the volt,Ine sour(:c

(D) at any location in the circ-uit

77.01.02.01

23. When we say that a battery is a source of power, we mean that the battery's

voltage is:
(A) likely to be unreliable
(B) dangerous to measure
(C) an electromotive force, or emf

(D) always 110 volts

24, Check the phrase that correctly defines current flow:

(A) free electrons moving in one direction

(B) free electrons moving in one direction capable of doing work

(C) random drift of electrons causing heat
(D) free electrons moving in all directions creating energy

25. In a series circuit, the potential difference between two points is expressed

in terms of:
(P.) joules/:;,c
(B) watt..

(C) volcs
(D) ohms

26. Electrical energy is expressed in:
(A) watts
(B) coulombs per second
(C) watt-seconds
(D) current

27. In this circuit VR1 is a voltage:
(A) resistance
(B) rise
(C) tern
(D) drop

by
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77.01.02.02

28. A battery consists of:
(A) cells
(B) resistance &_lerrlrnts
(C) lamps
(D) sw*tches

77.01.00.00.A2 -2

29. The dry cell provides the electromotive force to a circuit by col,verting
chemical energy to:
(A) chemcal energy
(B)

(C) heat
(D) electrical energy

30. Current flow inside a. dry cell is from:
(A) negative to negative
(B) negative to positive
(C) positive to negative
(D) positive to positive

31. Which of the following schematics would result in the greatest current?
(A)

(B)

(C)

(D)

T
ICI

-I I
T I T

32. Whf.ch circuit7 show batteries in series aiding?
(A)

(B.)

(C)

(D)

L

I

I
8 t_

D
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77.01.02.03

33. Between what points can voltage be measured?
(A) A and B
(B) A and D
(C) C and E
(D) D and E

A

34. In a series circuit, the potential difference between two points is ex-

pressed in terms of:
(A) ohms
(B) watts
(C)

(D)

.joules/sec
volts

35. Which meter is correctly connected for measuring DC voltage?
(A)

(B)

(C)

(D)

meter
meter
meter
meter

3

1

4

2

36. Current inside a dry cell
(A) negative to positive
(B) Positive ip positive
(C) negative negative
(D) to Legntive

From:

37. Electrical energy is expressed in:
(A) coulombs per second
(B) watt-seconds
(C) watts
(D) current

77.01.03.03

38. Check the correct statement. Electrical resistance:

(A) has little or no effect on current
(B) is the same in all materials that are the same size

lim.ts the amount of current flow
(0) assists voltage
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77.01.03.01 (continued)

39. Resistance is the property of a material that:
(A) assists current flow
(B) limits voltage
(C) assists voltage
(D) opposes current flow

40. If the length of a conductor is halved, its resistance will:
(A) halve
(B) triple
(C) remain the same
(D) double

41. Which of the following accurately describes the conversion from electrical
energy to heat energy within a resistance?
(A) voltage drop
(8) power 1.Dss

(C) current loss
(D) rise in potential

42. Which section of copper wire has the most resistance?
(A)

(8)

(C)

(D)

77.01.03.02

43. Which or th.: followifig r(_si!;tor::-; LL the highust ohmic valut.?

(T')

(1-i)

(C)

(D)

8

2 x le-1 kS2

x 1 02 1-2,

20 S2
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77.01.03.02

44. Which of the following resistors has the highest wattage rating?
(A)

(B)

(C) ix 102 SZ

(D)

77.01.00.00.A2 2

0.00005

45. The wattaoe rating of a resistor:
(A) deter ines a resistor's ohmic value
(B) is determined )y the resistor's physical size
(C) determines the maximum current a resistor can safely carry
(D) refers to the amount of rePistande possessed by a resistor

This diagram shows a:
(A) potentiumeter
(B) rheostal
(C) sliding contact resistor
(D) tapped resistor

terminals

movable arm

resistive element

N. insulating block
for connecting
terminals to
elements

47 Select the resistor for the schemaLic symbol. 0,-y
(A)

(B)

(C)

(D)

p
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77.01.03.03

hg- color which indicates a tolerance value of 10'?. is:

(A) violet
(B) silver
(C) gold
(D) black

49. The ohmic value of the resistor shown is:
(A) 470 k ohms violet
(B) 36 k ohms
(C) 360 k ohms yellow orange

(D) 47 k ohms

50. A resistor is coded with four color hands. The first band is green, the
second is blue, the third is orange, and the fourth is gold. What is the

value of this resistor?
k ohms
k ohms
k ohms
k ohms

(A) 67

(B) 45

(C) 56

(D) 560

51. What is the ohmic value of the resistor shown?
(A) 570 ohms
(B) 57 ohms

gray

(C) 68 ohms blue black

(D) 680 ohms cum
52. The minimum and maximum values for this resistor are:

(A) c)300 ohms and 9700 ohms
(1-! 820 onm: and 860 ohms black red

(C) r,20C and (.!6: n silvergree

(D) onms a 500 ohms

77.01.03.n4

53. Tr, tit_ schematic shown, which ohmmeter will indicate the value of resistor B?
dr,,) 4

(C) 2

r-))

A 6

A '

_J
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77.01.03.04 (continued)

54. On the diagram shown, to measure the combined resistance of resistors A

and B, an ohmmeter must be connected between points:
(A) 1 and 3
;B) 1 and 4 C g A

(C) 2 and 3 0 V"-----A/O---er--
(D) 2 and 4

1 2 3 4

55. When resistance is measurd using the ohms function of a multiineter,

minimum resistance value:-3 will be indicated on the ohms scale when the

metcr pointer is at the:

(A) linear portion
(B) extreme right

extreme left

(0) oc-!nter

56. Which of the following correctly expresses the relationship of current,

charge, and time?

(A) coulombs = seconds/ampere
(B) amperes = seconds/coulomb

(C) amperes = coulombs/second
(0) coulombs = amperes/second

57. If 2 coulombs pass a given point in 4 seconds, how much is the current?

(A) 8 amperes
(B) 0.5 amperes
(C) 2 amperes

(D) 4 amperes

77.01.04.01

5e,. Which of the following .,-;chcmatics is a series circuit?

(7,)

(B)

(C)

(0)

A

'N/\/\-r=

A:Mr-

*+
C

6

(3
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77.01.04.01 (continued)

77.01.00.00.A2-2

59. Which schematic shows the meter correctly installed for measuring current?
(A)

+
(B)

(C)

(D) I
T

, I
a

J

60. What is the current reading on the meter shown below?
(A) 20 uA
(B) 100 uA 1 30

1,0

(C) 4 uA
,P

(0) 20 A 7
417' r

' V pmp,,

10 V --

F1 1SO J 412

0004,,

,0
100

61. Wha '. is the current rlding indicated below?
(A) 1,4 uA

(P.) 0.14 mA
( r ) 0.

(D)

-"r1-1,

-v-1

<r-/,

1, 10
4

-,0
6 -.)-

./.1° '.7.

...

flJA

`. 17

s,) v

7
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77.01.04.01 (continued)

62. Assuming
lettered
(A)

(B)

(C)

(D)

77.01.00.00.A2-2

the maximum current to be measurred would be 50 uA, check the

part of the multimeter that is used for measuring DC current:

a

77.01.04.02

ifH0ODI.001t.tESql.
00: SOO [14 0 KC 1.l 5 CIN) AC

1 I
71 1

}I! 1 1 1

260

0,0.AS N V%IZ /

a
61P14pr

O
I I V SYGE_ AI`D
4,3 V AA4t.E Arm

?SD V DANCE AD 11).1!)
I

O

I
'1.1tIrnkril ) (4

'DAA
ID A t/INJ-1-

O . SO, 10 A
mA

A C

Lr"
\

. II 1(41

"I n 10 PIM

(0)) ( !) Q!))1 260

110, 0.4,5

ID V

63. If the switch is closed to energize the circuit shown, what voltage would

be 7easured at the source (between 7' and T
a

)?

F Al

Lj

I
1.5 V ji

. 5 v

78 T7

T9

D.31

Check the statement that cm-rect:

(A) voltage regiscer:.-; acioss A !oitd :1 voltage drop

(B) voltage -rgister,i acrs o cAo:ihd switch hecause or a vciltage drop

(Li ihth, I t 11(1

(Ii) V I I R r' ". 1 I
: .1 I ItlAti l Ch IIA I t i II ;11

1, 8
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77.01.04.02 (continued)

'5. What is the potential difference across the lamp in the circuit shown?
(A) 2 v 1.5V
(B) 1.5V +

1

-1

(C) 3V
(D) 0 V

66. What is the resistance of R
3
?

(A) 8 ohms
(B) 12 ohms
(C) 18 ohms
(D) 20 ohms

67. Check
(A)

(B)

(C)

(D)

I\AAf-
Ri = 16 S2

RT = 28 C2 A2 = 41-2

T
R3 ? f2-A&

the schematic that is correct:

T

r<

77.01.04.03

T

c

Check the umen that is true:
(A) when measuring AC voltage with a multimetor, the function switch is

not used
(8) polarity does not have to be observed when measuring AC voltages
(C) the black DC arc on the Simpflon 260-5P used for measuring AC

voltages
Lhe below- i )r1 used for
measuring AC voltages

9
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77.01.04.03 (continued)

77.01.00.00.A2-2

59. To measure DC voltages, a voltmeter must be connected:
(A) with its red lead to the negative side of the component being measured

and black lead to the positive side
(B) in series with the load being measured
(C) in series with the component or source to be measured
(D) across a potential difference

70. The multimeter shown is to be used to measure
should the positive lead be connected?
(A) 3

(B)

(0) 1

MO 4

_--
-r-

45 V

red lead

black lead

bC voltage. To what terminal

70 15 10
11

it

.2kri,, ::S
e.--r- ,e,

,-,--1,-..--,

I 9 ."--....'.'4`

JO1'4

'4
--1-,--

1

1 °
\,,,,,,.....

1

, .,p ,

'n,111.110..1M11111,111 11 % ', 'L
L........?"'.r::I 1.41'''''''.'C

',111, !' . . IX.'

160
'1.

101. I4
4''''

111W' 11

1W1A

/ /'

-N- 11 11)11

1(11'0,1

(411)
,t;

-.\()') 1260

20
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77.01.04.03 (continued)

71. Check the statement that is true:
(A) when measuring voltage with a multimeter, the function switch must

always be in the +DC position
(B) when reading DC voltage, polarity must be observed
(C) when measuring DC voltage with a multimeter, correct meter connection

will cause pointer deflection to the left of zero
(D) meter polarity of the Simpson 260-5P can only be changed by removing

the test leads from the circuit and reversing them

72. Since DC voltmeters are polarity sensitive, the red lead should be connected
to:

(A) both sides of the source
(B) the negative side of the source
(C) either side of the source
(D) the positive side of the source

77.01.05.01

73. The statement "circuit current is directly proportional to the applied
voltage and inversely proportional to circuit resistance" is known as:
(A) Weber's theory
(B) Kirchoff's law
(C) Joule's law
(D) Ohm's law

74. Which of the following mathematically expresses Ohm's law?

(A) P = W (C) I

12

(B) P = IE (D) W = PD

75. The effect of resistance on current is expressed by:

(A) P = (C) Q= IT

(ii) 1-1 - IR (L.)

76. If the value of voltage applied to a circuit is physi2a1P: t bled
while circuit, resistance i:, uncnancied, circuit curr,:llt

(A) incroase by four Limes
(B) decreose by four timus
(C) remain the same
(D) double

77. Which of the following correctly decribes an inversely proportional
elationship?

(T) resistance increases, current decreases
(B) resistance decreases, current decreases
(C) resistance increases, current increases
(D) R increases, I increases
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77.01.05.02

7d. Compute
(A) 20

(8) 45

(C) 35

77.01.00.00.A2-2

the source voltage (E) for the following schematic:

V

V

V

( 0 ) 1 5 V
ER1= 15V ER2= 20 V

79. In the circuit shown, the
law, find the value of I:
(A) 0.333 mA
(B) 133.3 mA
(C) 3.33 mA

(E) 33.3 mA

ammeter shows a current of 100 mA,

1,7 kS-1

E 11 i 1 12

80. What
(A)

(B)

(C)

(D)

is the value
10 ohms
2500 ohms
100 ohms
50 ohms

of R in the

50 V

500 mA

/3

following circuit?

Using Ohm's

3 krt

81. In the circuit below, moving the switch from position A to position B will

make I:
(A) remain the same
(B) decr=71se to one- fourth its original value

(C) decrr-as2 ,c one-fifth its original value

(D) to one-sixLn Lts original value

Ri

A 9/ Q
R2s

E E=10V
-r

R4

12

-et'._-t to the eir(-iut tound in cistiun 84. Tf C. e switch

but the vat-
(A) E would increase to 15 V

(B) the value of E would doubir,

(C) no effect on E

(D) E will increase, although the new value of B cannot be computed unless

the values of the circuit rec-A,;tances are known
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77.H.5.c!-!

83. In the circuit
by the source?
(A) (..15 W
(7) 1r U
(C)
(D) 1(

77.01.00.00.A2-2

renre!Iclit (c' by t.Ln 1()1411. ho W lAU CI -10wr r un;)1 jr'

R4 . The rtmount of wor:: (.1.014c

(A)
(3)
(C)
(D)

v011:7-F,e_
corre:J

r cS is trAlce

85. Um,: ucL --mwer

"ler uni 1. inr Cor-cr

i:sictcd ii': circuit collt.r!ininn 1: of r(

'..;1 en 2 !al\ of curre.;;; is II 0v/illy?

(A) 1.2

(7) 2. nW

(C) 2

(D) 12

3L, I r tI. i C i r cu I t ui ci cur 1- 1

(A) It
i A

(C) 2 A

(D) 1. A

c Lrru I t c l . cu t i r t ;

71 10 S2

E, )0 V= 1;2 10,2Z;

A

El 5i = 10

R2 - /Kist <!"

E2 = 5 V

e

Ri = 10 S2

10 V R7 = 10 C2

R3 202

E. i0V
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77.01.00.A2-2

77.01.1,)5,ne
88. Irlcrccr'in thc ren.t!L in circuit current ;,ncl

voltprn %:111
(A) :norc

) I c

(C) .0 our

(D) 1.

"Which phrase best defines internal resistance?"rr
e11.

t.1 r:urrr-,1 c;'n *71r t! rui

) )jnu t t c1n n e e-k! r t r
t n irr(-:1E ! :- nntIrcc-

1-(, i : !.i rcui
(A)

(1Y)

( C )

a

R2 R3(E

r*NNC

FWV
RI

91 In tEr circuit ;.,c1 nw, : 7J V 1..,!.; i.I r el; 1:: t.o
L . S.J1- L VC': 1 1 1 C 0 I . f. 1 : ( r : ; : ( . ` 1 : :/ cc o t1.4 Cr '.*?

(A) 's 2C7

R1 = 5St(P.)

(C) 2.-
(L) 17.(

E = 10 V T

0 B

; LL '`- o: curu :

r-- istrnrt- uf mo1I.ryr source
I r.

(3)
(C) out. r: 1

(D) rr

,)1,t i 1 L1 I .7', 1
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77 e1, 0'.

f-:Ilown, R9
normr,1.

co;) :)c
T.11t ir;

R.i =5

cn
curror.

Cc !;lortcd, or .-11
t with R orvm?

2

n2- .201
normal

77.01.00.00.A2-2

circuft93. In thc '. circuit
1 c'-:-1ent!7 Cn

(A) 2.2 mA
(11) 1.7 -IA
(C) 1.5 rsj
(L) fru%

TT

E = 20 V

94. To locFtc :-:.1..orc circuit, we could use: 1
(A) n Jameter
(1;) nnwer sunnl-
(C) wrtLaetrr
(D) sr. C7 t r

95 . Cl v ti ,16 A

(A) 22 I: ol.mf-. A
(C) o We- -
(C) Ri..7k51
(D) R2 5 kl.

R3 10 ki-2

MA
R3 = 2 la?..

R4=5 kS2

R5= 1 kC2

C

1 0 k0

R5.
5 kr2

9C. In the circuit: Dur-,o,;( of LlIc cc noc1rn. loc.' t cc:
.1,-1 ! is to:

(A) incre;i5e rcis.trTICe ol Li.t circuit_

(B) el low t7.1.-enL,r curri!:iL (107.1 1:

(.c) r)nr_. circ'lit t;:r c t-nt o!' currcnt flow
(1;) (iron ri ' () ; c' ('! :Jr FT to R

1

E

(11;:,:-H.r 1 ncinr,S t-,ken Iron

circuit: under (ltoltrir t;'%:.011

With Li,C switci. C10!,(-7 niH tinc !.,..;;Lch

Lrou !I., ;. 7 in Lop(

(A) T., is o .;
7)

-2(c) C I

(D)

E

RI

R 3

Ne

normal 1 abnormal
E 75V 75V
c,., 75 U 50 0
R. 25U 25 Q
R 25 12 , 25 12

R 25 12 0 12

En, 25 V 37 5 V

E 25 V 37.5 V

E ! 25 V 0 V
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77.01U4.01

98.

77.01.00.A2-2

following diarnms, current is the common value of circuit:

Ri

E

R3

R2
rs

Tdhic:, of ti.t follovi.m- eruption:: ti: c Lmprssion for tot r,1

voltr.pc in n n;:rnllf-1 circuit?

--, L E. =

(P,) ET = El E, .. E

(C) E = E 4. E.,
1

(U) E 7
T = -1 - - -

100. WI:ich of the following exnression!: i P correct 5t;tpr.1(!nt of Kirchhoff'!:;

oltngc lilw for the circuit rcnr(.5onte.C. L-:,- 1.114-: Cirvrfla sLown?

(A) E = V = (V v )

T R1 R2 X R?

(3)
LT

= V = (V
Rz

4- VS? )

R1

V

I

(C)
ET -=- R1 +

V
R2 = VP. i

..._.

-T
(U)

R 1
,

101. Whrt of to:r1 circuit currri?
(A) 7.

(1"..) 2. 7.RA

(c)

(b) mA
R1 =101(S?.>

_L.

5--,,E ' 100 V

82= 20kS2.e. R3 -20k12..."
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77.01.06.01 (contknued)

'alue of the current flowinr through R_?102. What
(A)
(0)

(C)
(U)

is the
28 mA
mA

10 mA
12 mA

/Ri = 20 mA R1

-(L
1-R2 = 8 mik R2 IR3 1 '83

77.01.0E.02

77.61.00.00.A2-2

103. Which of the followinr de:7.cribes the relntionshin between the rruivalent

resistance nnd the individual branch resistance of n nnrnllel circuit?

(A) smnller than the smallest branch reistance
(B) greater than the largest branch resistance

(C) ecual to the sum of the hrnnch resist;'nce

(D) crunl to the smallest branch re:;intance

104. In the circuit represented by the diagram shown, when R
7

is connected the

ecui-alent resistance will:
(A) decrease
(B) double
(C) increase
(D) not change

105. What is the -;iluc of the ,-.'cuivalent resistance of a three-branch narallel

circuit that contain l resistor:: of 20 ohms, ohms, r:nd Et, ohms?

(A) 0.6 ohms
(B) 0.1 ohms
(C) 10 ohms
(Ii) 11J) c`. n,.

10(). WLich of LI le followin? t!,e correct reliitionin

:,rtwten tOLP, :111( rei t;-nri. for the rircniz rcnrorented

Ly the dinf.ram?

(A) R t ,-: R 4. (R :. R
-.

)

1 2 ?

R. :.: (P. + R. )
1 7

(B) R =7, R - 1' - P.t 1 '2. -
R, R

P (R ± R,)
R
t
= 1 :i. 2

R (R
2

R
..,

,

(D) R t = R -4- r7 :.:
R:'r

1
R
2
+ R.

9
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1W7. What is the total resistance of this network?

(A) 3.62 ohms
(B) 5.C2 ohms
(C) z.C2 ohms
(D) C.62 ohms

77.61.(36.C3

E = 110 V

I

thf_ circuit terc!.ent.ed
on PMMCt:Cr Al

(A) rennin steady
(1) decrease
(C)

(0) dro, to 7cro

4 `.,2. I A3 = f2 R5 = 8 1-2

1847 : .TR64 ,

R4 = 6 Rs= 10 -lR2 =2S-2

.-Loci, if P.

1

Shorts, the i:1: :.cation

109. Wh.;t. is the total current

(A) 1() A

(o) : A
(C) 15 A
(D) 20 A

110.

111 .

flowing?

100 V

133

A A

What is the total resistance measured between noints A and B in the

followinp diagram? A A

(A) 11 ohmn AA+
(B) 1C ohms
(C) 20 ohms
(0) 'E ohms 100V _

L

6S2 512

512

6 B

In i'e circuit eiarrnm .Thown, if
1

..)ens, the rendinr on Al will:

(A) increase 0'.7 the glue of I1

(r,) decreae.c tr)

(C) not chrns.c

(0) decror!:c :, tl. r'u,' of II

(Al

112. What effect will cioninr S1 have on total circuit current?

(A) total circuit current will. decrease

(B) total circuit current will increr,ne

(C) total circuit cure -it will douHe

(U) Lot:7,1 circuit current will not chrny-e

8

load
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77.01.06.04

113. If a conductor is moved down through the magnetic field as shown, a voltage is
induced in the moving conductor. If the magnet is moved up as the conductor is
moved down the induced voltage will be:

(A) zero.
(B) the same.
(C) greater.
(D) smaller

N

114. When a conductor is moved across the lines of force of a magnetic field,

(A) the motion of the lines of force past the electrons in the conductor
causes electrons to move toward one end of the conductor.

(B) a current is induced in the conductor.
(C) the resulting current induces a potential difference between the two

ends of the conductor.
(D) all of the above.

115. If the loop continues to turn, the same points on the conductor will be in this

position. Now:

(A) point D is positive with respect to point C.
(B) point A is negative with respect to point B.
(C) point A is positive with respect to point B.
(D) point A is negative with respect to point C.

111). The -lectron movement indud in a circuit the instant after the switch is closed is:

(A)
(B)

(C)
(D)

in the same direction as the circuit current.
toward the negative terminaL of the source.
in the opposite direction from the source current.
from negative tc) positive.

117. When a circuit in which current has been flowing reaches a steady state and the

switch is then opened, the magnetic field around the conductor starts to collapse

and:

(A) all current flow immediately ceases.
(1) 1 counter-emf up by the induced voltage.
(C) the voltage induced by the collapsing field tends to keep the circuit

current flowing.
(D) all voltage ceases.
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77.01.07.01

118. Usin i!

(A)

the circuit nroided,

2.2 mA

sol -c for I
R2.

(B) 7 mA
(C) 22 mA R 1 = 2.5 I-62
(D) .7 mA

E = 100 V = R2.-- 2.5 kl-2T
1R3= 1.5 mA

119. W.pr_ ir, the value of current I
R2

in nmneres?

(A) 2.3 A IT
(P.) 15..R A

(C) 1G.S A
(D) 12.3 A f--Ri- 412 R3 = 4

IR2

2 R5= 8it

IR4

2
IRS i

R2 = 2 S-2 R4 = 6 .S2 R6 = 10 S2
E = 110 V

1
load 2

5
27.5 V

mA

120. Whist is the total
network?
(A) 0.196 A
(B) 196 A

(C) 1.96 A
(D) 19.t A

load 1
45 V

15 mA

77.01.00.00.A2-2

current in nmneres furnished by the 110-V source to this

IT

4CL

IR 2

R2 2S-/

R3 = 4 S2

IR4

R5= 8 S-2

IR6

R4 6 SI R6 =1012

121. Use the circuit below to find the value of P
(A) 214 W

R3.

(B) W

(C) 12.6 W
(D) 105 W

E E' 30

AAA/
R1 =30 S2

IR2 =40 sl

TR2-42-

IT

R3" 25 SI

a
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77.01.07.01 (continued)

122. Convnrt the circuit below to a simnle eruivalent circuit, and compute for V
R5.

(A) 20 V
TR2 R3

(B) 2.14 V
(C) 21.L V
(0) 15 V /R1

77.01.07.02

123.

1 9 4.

What are the
to ground?
(A) +100 V
(B) -1C0 V
(C) +200 V
(0) -200 V

What ar. r the
(A) +30u
(B) +se v
(C) +200 V
(0) -50 V

IR = 35 S2

E 40 V -------

T

R2= 60 S/ R3'- 40 f2

R4= 1552

-1-R4

IT

R5= 55 fl

magnitude

E = 300 V

Polarity of ill( Voltage at point D with rcsnect

VRI 50 V

VR2= 100 V

VR3 = 100 V

VR4 = 50 V

0-

OA

nc!_f_!--11 difference and polarity at point B with resnect to A?

VR1= 50 V

------ V R 2= 200 V

T

VR3= 100V

0

OC

00
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77.01.07.02 (continued)

25. What are the polarity and the value of voltage ot terminrl B with respect
to ground?
(A) -Pro V -04
(B) V

( C ) -45 V I
R i= 10 kft

(D) -12C! V

H2-- 30 k
_L

E = 300 V

08

126. The symbol for the ground (reference) Point is:
(A)

(3)
(C)

(19)

OC

OD

127. At which point in the dinprrtm shown would wr oloce s'round, if we wrnt('d

point A 45V positive with respect to the chossis?
(A)

(B)
(C)

(0)
VR1=

o b
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77.C1.07.0'

77.01.00.00.A2-2

12e Which feature of a Voltage diviner en: :les it to sunoly .-olti-es of Positive

and/or negative polarity?
(A) location of reference point:
(B) number of series resistor
(C) size of resistors used
(D) number of loads attached

129. What is the magnitude
(A) negative (0 V
(13) negative 1.0 V

(C) nositive CO V

(D) DOSitiVP 20 V

and, polarity of noint A with resnect to ground?

OA

130. What effect will closinr Si have OH total circuit current?

(A) tonal circuit current will douhle
(5) total circuit current. will c'ecrense

(C) total circuit current will inerec
(D) total circuit current will not change

!Iov,T the arm of load 1 n0i1J_ A -.Jill CrIlIC V
R1

to:

(A) decrease
(B)

(C)

double
increase

S

(D) stry the same

=MP

load 2

load
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77.01.07.03 (continued)

132. What effect will closing Si have on totrl resistrnce?
(A) not change
(3) increase
(C) (!ecrea:-3e

(D) increase to infinity

77.C1.US.01

111,1
/JO

load

133. Which correctly strtes the low of m,,:enetie noles?

(A) lines of force repel each other
(B) like magnetic noles repel; unlike ooles nttrrct
(C) mrgnetic nttrPction will niwrvs tronrcst rt nolc!;

(3) line!; of mrgnetic force are nolrri7(C

134. Around a ma net., the extern:11 lines, of force:
from the north nol an(' enter 'Lc sout1 nol(

other
from the Fonth Hole enter thr 'tort! nnIc

r niece of iron shielc'ing

(A) leave the maenrt
(3) often cross OP C1:

(C) leave the maenet
(3) riPv iiroken

77.01.00.00.A2-2

135. Mr-nr.tic lines of force:
(A) are "loons." IL!,se ru5')el

(B) ere:: -ther

(C) to r -arr.line DC

(D) rentl crcl; oCer

136. Whicli of the fallowin:- 7arrnctic mrtr/i:1!: i mort "flianctic"?

(A) ferromagnetic
(3) C.irmagnetic
(C) or.rawenctic
(3) iramrimetie

117. A iree of !;oft iron nlacyc' in the (fel(' of :n.nsInct :c
Proncrli(.' of r miv!)(1. The oicee ),f ..olt iron h;))

m:1.1)(1

(A) in)'netfon

(TO trm..!

(C)
(1)) 111: iom
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77.C1.C".1.1'2

138. Eli C!_rOrnr:pnCtiSm is ti:C 7-)ro(!uct r t. ic fie?
(A) current 117)+1 t1.rou:,1. con(luct or
( 7.; ) vo c' rinr

Lois t r cr.: '

(1,) 1.11-rpt or

J'i. Jr irfct I n7. S)1 cLrr.iit. ! ow
(A) no' I i yr to no '. it 1'
(P.) to nr (-(C) ntive to n0Fiti-e
(T2') tlVC L) Ti' 5 r't

I

140. The nol Tiricc4 wi a r ruct ion 7apr'f,:
(A) i north not r
(h) i south no 1
(C) 11;,f; no nolPritv

nc n-nin:mrt

77.01.00.00.A2-2

141. A coil o I 1[J: turh!: hr 1 A f lnr throw'!: it. To cht ;, in r: ' cct ro7:w1 net

of (!ru;:.1 strenf-t1' t on17 t urlt! . rim.lere5 wnu 1 e rcruircr?
(A) i A
(B) 2 A
(C) 5 A
(D) 21: A

142. The (I irection of thc nrinotic f cl :Iron n c. r crrryi:Ir curVtIlt
the rules of convent ion;'' current f 1 nu, cr,n !)c founC wi Li:

(A) the motor ruin
(P..) tic riht-hi-nc' rul
(C) The :0 r:, ter rule

(D) t./;, 1c

77.01.

143. El r. ct rOmr ync. t. C jrnuction :

(A) tIc r30erlIC-;t: uf Cl TOW., Or curr( niL t hrot:01 0 cotiCuc. or
(r3) the pro Ce7 f'11 Cr- C. OM 'i CT ri c: current

tAlr.ydrl r conc'uc.: or
(C) t_1;e er, t. ion n; (.1:11 c;..u! «' Ciffer,!I C I chrryr t. 1,7 C t

^10i it N
(1)) th CL ion wl:i c,c.1 cr:nc:1 t in car c'tic to r

1 i nn n f force - t hrout1 , i t
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77.01.08.03 (continued)

144. One factor that c'etermincr. the :rn,:,unt ineucc( (-7111 i:, the:
(A) noIrrit7 of the magnet
(h) strcnrth of fic1-
(C) ..need of rcIrti motion of the tic'..

(h) li.npflt of tho

77.01.00.00.A2-2

145. Rcforrin^ Lu the tt<tc r 1 ,,H -1 u 1 r for r( Loy:- , wlic:: of thr
folloltw tneicr:tert of Pu:.?
(A) center ffro'r
(3) LLu;.i

(C) first finer
(;)) 1-1C

146. Electrons will flow from:

(A) A to B
(3) ii to A
(C) C to 13

(D) D Lo C

147. In any circuit a decrease in

(A) increase.
(B) decrease.
(C) remai
(D) go to zero.

77.01.03.01

applied voltage will cause 1r to:

148. Inductance is the nronerty of circuit :ln onnot nny c:1 , in circuit:
(A) current
(B) lenrth
(C) voltac
(D) nolt,rity

149. Whet ecle!; n chrinr.c iu circuit current
(A) chrnre in not:ritv
(F,) :)i-Tnetic fic1C
(C) nositivc chane
(D) volLag,,c

nrkWuce
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77.01.08.04 (continued)

150. Lenz's law is the basis for explaining the property of:
(A) series resistance
(B) current
(C) flux density
(D) inductance

151. In parallel, total inductance is always:
(A) twice more than the smallest inductor
(B) more than the smallest inductor
(C) the same as the smallest inductor
(D) less than the smallest inductor

152. A parallel inductive circuit with one inductor of 100 mH and one of 25 mH
would have an LT of:
(A) 12.2 mig

(B) 17.5 mH
(C) 50 mH
(D) 7.2 mE

77.01.09.01

153. To increase induction between two coils:
(A) use low permeability core material
(B) decrease space between coils
(C) connect them
(D) decrease coil turns

154. Compare these two circuits. In which is inductance present?
(A) circuit a only
(B) both circuits
(C) neither circuit
(D) circuit b only

1

1

e-
.....1.... L C)

1

i I

r--1
i

a

77.01.09.02

155. During current rise the polarity of the cemf always:
(A) reverses the source emf
(A) assists the source emf
(C) follows thu source; calf
(D) opposes the source calf

37
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77.01.09.02 (contiuned)

156. What values
energized?

77.01.00.00.A2-2

are represented by the graph below when a DC LR circuit is

(A) V R curve B; I curve B 100%

(B) EL curve A; VR curve P
80%

(C) VR curve A; EL curve B

(D) cemf curve A; I curve A 60%

40%

20%

=
To T1 T3 T4 T5

157. When an LR circuit is first energized, which of these quantities is maximum?

(A) voltage across resistor

(B) current
(C) cemf
(D) watts

77.01.09.03

158. A circuit time constant is determined by the formula:

(A) TC = R + L
(B) TC = R

L
(C) TC

co:

R

TC PL

159. The greatest increase Lir decrease in current takes place duril,g the:

(A) third TC
(B) second TC
(C) first TC
(D) fourth TC

160. For practical purposes five time contants are required to reach 'max.

(A) of equal time
(B) inversely proportional to cemf

(C) varied an current varion
(D) proporthm,t1 t() itpplied vmltqo
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77.01.09.03 (continued)

161. The time constant of an LR circuit containi.ig an inductor of 50 mH and a
resistor of 5 K ohms is:
(A) 10 msec
(B) 0.01 sec
(C) 10 sec
(D) 10 usec

162. Which of the following combinations will have the greatest time constant?
(A) R = SO ohms L = 500 mH
(B) R = 100 ohms L = 10 uH
(C) 1 = 100 mH R = 100 ohms
(D) 1 = 10 H R = 1 ohm

77.01.10.01

163. Two metal plates separated by a non-conductor is an example of a(n):
(A) inductor
(B) resistor
(C) capacitor
(D) generator

164. Energy is stored in a capacitor in the e]ectrostatio field through the:
(A) dielectric
(B) plates
(C) conductors
(D) leads

165. Electrostatic lines of force:
(A) are invisible
(B) form closed loops
(C) are polarized from negative to positive
(D) move from North to South

166. When a capacitor is charged. the bound electrons in the dielectric:
(i'.) move f, to ± charged plates
(B; ha, 7e orbits distorted
(C) move from chard plates
(D) are not affected the 2harqd plates

167. The energy used to create an c lectrostatic field through the dielectric in
a capacitor is recovered when:
(A) the capacitor charges
(i3) the electrons dre permitted to return to thoir normal positions on

the plates
(C) current flows between the plates
(D) a voltage source is connected across the plate

77.01.10.02

168. The property of a circuit that opposes a change in voltage is called:
(A) capacitance
(B) resistance
(C) inductance
(D) current

9r.,
L
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77.01.10.02 (continued)

169. In a given capacitor, changing the dielectric to one that has a greater
dielectric constant will have what effect on its capacitance?
(A) increase
(B) decrease
(C) no change
(D) decrease by one-half

170. The capacitance of a capacitor is:
(Al directly proportional to the plate area
(B) inversely proportional to the plate area
(C) equal to the square of the plate area
(0) equal to the square root of the plate area

171 Since a capacitor reacts to a voltage change by producing a cemf, a
capacitor is said to be:
(A) inductive
(3) reactive
(C) electromagnetjc
(0) resistive

172. Polarity must be observed in the wiring connection of what kind of capacitors?
(A) trimmer
(B) ceramic
(C) electrolytic
(D) variable

77.01.10.03

173. The total capacitance in the cirucuit below is:
(A) 12 uF
(B) 1.2 uF
(C) 3 uF 3 pF
(D) 0.3 uF

6 pF

3 pF

-1(

174. Determine the total capacitance in the circuit uelow:
(A) 1.0
(B) 1.2
(C) 6.0
( 0.5

uF
uF
uF
uF

0.3 PF
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77.01.10.03

175. The
(A)

(B)

(C)

(D)

total capacitance
0.5 uF

of the circuit below is:

10 uF
5 of
20 uF

,0T
176. What is the total capacitance of the circuit below?

(A) 4.67 pF
(B) 1.63 pF

1(C) 11 pF
(D) 5 pF 2 pF

8 pF 6 pF

177. What is the total capacitance of the circuit below?
(A) 90 pF
(B) 5.45 pF
(C) 9.23 pF
(D) 60 pF

77.01.10.1 1

7-2 N

pF

20 pF

20 pF

20 pF

77.01.00.00.A2-2

178. Displacement current is Lhe current t1-.,it flows in a capcitive circuit
when the capacitor is:
(A) charging only
(B) both charging and discharging
(C) shorted
(D) discharging only

179. In a RC circuit, the capacitor requires an amount of time to become fully
charged because the charging current is limited by:
(A) resistnace
(B) emf
(C) c acitance
(D) inductance

41
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77.01.10.04 (continued)

180. If the resistance is doubled in a series RC circuit, the time constant
will:
(A) decrease by 63.2% of original value
(B) decrease by half
(C) decrease slowly
(D) double

181. Determine the value of voltage across the capacitor at the end of two time
constants of discharge. The capacitor had 100 V across its plates when
discharge started.

V
V

(A) 86.5
(B) 13.5
(C) 5.0
(D) (...)5.0 V

k,c2

lot) V 7=

5 pF

182. During discharge after 3 time constants, what is the value of current in
the circuit below? The capacitor was fully charged before discharge started.
(A) 1.0 A
(B) 0.1 A
(C) 1.9 A -0
(D) 0.2

1001V--7

A 2
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UNIT: CURRENT

RATIONALE:

Current is a basic electrical property. Understanding current is essential to
understanding direct current (DC) circuits.

PREREQUISITES:

Same as the Course (see Course LEG)

OBJECTIVES:

Given a student unit booklet, complete exercises about electrical current that
enable you to identify and explain the theoretical characteristics of electricity
(emphaszing current flow), use mathematics to determine current flow for direct
current series circuits and identify the ammeter, its purpose and method of use.

RESOURCES:

Printed Materials

DC Circuits, An Individualized Approach to Electronics (booklet--Unit 1: Current--,
proaress tests` TraTIFEiTejo, 71-sTirig-Youse-Leing Corporation, New York,
New York, 1972.

GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS:

You have been ',.:sy-ibed into foe first unit of this course. The activities that
you pe-Form will be assigned one at a time. A LAP will give you directions for
each activity. Read the LAP and follow the procedure and directions given.

When you finish the performance activities for the unit, you will be given a unit
test as stated in the "Evaluation Procedures" for post testing. After successful
completion of the unit test, th next assigned unit for the course is begun.

PERFORMANCE ACTIVITIES:

.01 The Electron

.02 Electron Movement

.03 Current Flow

.04 Measurement of Current

.05 The Ammeter

4 7
Principal Author(s): P. Hoggatt, L. Leland and B. Vetter
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EVALUATION PROCEDURE:

The student takes a progress test about the major concepts and procedures presented
in the unit activities.

Successful completion is correctly answering at least 80% of the test items.

FOLLOW-THROUGH:

After completing this unit guide, begin with the first assigned Learning Activity
Package (LAP).

3
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PERFORMANCE ACTIVITY:

Le ming

The Electron

File Code:
77.01.01.01.A2-0

Bate Published: 9/10/75

cflvity Package
Student:

Date:

OBJECTIVES:

Give a diagram of an atom, label the components (electron, proton and neutron).

Explain the interrelationships of the components in an atom.

Recognize that matter varies by differing arrangements of the components in
the atom.

EVALUATION PROCEDURE:

Student is to score at least 80% or the unit test for nuestions pertaining to
this performance activity.

RESOURCES:

DC Circuits, An Individualized Approach to Electronics (booklet--Unit 1: Current--),

Trejo.

PROCEDURE:

1. Read pages 3-8 in Unit I, DC Circuits.

2. Ansr questi within the chapter.

3. Proceed T.a next LAP.

Principal Author(s): P. Schuster, B. Vetter
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Learning Activity Package

PERFORMANCE ACTIVITY: Electron Movement

OBJECTIVE:

Student:

Date:

Recognize a statement that explains the theory of electron movement.

EVALUATION PROCEDURE:

Student is to score at least 80% on the unit test for questions pertaining
to this performance activity.

RESOURCES:

DC Circuits, An Individualized Approach to Electronics (booklet--Unit I: Current--),
Trejo.

PROCEDURE:

1. Read pages 9-16 in Unit 1, DC Circuits.

2. Answer questions within the chapter.

3. Proceed to next LAP.

Principal Author (s): P. Schuster, B. Vetter
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Learning 1t ctivity Packa e

PERFORMANCE ACTIVITY: Current Flow

OBJECTIVES:

Student:

Date.

Identify the methods of controlling the direction of electron drift.

Identify simple circuit schematics and symbols. (power', source, switch,
load and conductor)

EVALUATION PROCEDURE:

Student is to score at least 80% on the unit test for questions pertaining to
this performance activity.

RESOURCES:

DC Circuits, An Individualized Approach to Electronics (booklet--Unit 1, Current--),
Trejo.

PROCEDURE:

1. Read pages 17-24 in Unit 1, DC Circuits.

2. Answer questions within the chapter.

3. Proced to rex' LAP.

Principal Author(s): P. Schuster, B. Vetter
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File Code. 77.01.01.04 . A2-0

Date Published 9/10/75

Lear King Ac-thAty Packa e
Student:

PERFORMANCE ACTIVITY: Measurement of Current

Date:

OBJECTIVE:

Calculate the quantity of current flow in a given series direct current circuit.

EVALUATION PROCEDURE:

Student is to score at least 80% on the unit test for questions pertaining to
this performance activity.

RESOURCES:

DC Circuits, An Individualized Approach to Electronics (booklet--Unit 1: Current--),
Trejo.

PROCEDURE:

1. Read pages 25-35 in Unit 1, DC Circuits.

2. Answer questions within the chapter.

3. Proceed to next LAP.

Principal Author(s): P. Schuster, B. Vetter
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Learning Activty P

PERFORMANCE ACTIVITY: The Ammeter

Student:

r. ckage

Date:

OBJECTIVE:

Recognize the procedures for the proper use of an ammeter.

EVALUATION PROCEDURE:

Student is to score at least 80% on the unit test for questions pertaining to
this performance activity.

RESOURCES:

DC Circuits,_An Individualized Approach to Electronics (booklet--Unit 1:
Current--, progress test), Trejo.

PROCEDURE:

1. Read pages 36-40 in Unit 1, DC Circuits.

2. Answer questions within:the chapter.

3. Take the unit progress test.

Principal Authorfs): P. Schuster, B. Vetter
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RATIONALE:

File Code: 77.01.02.00.,A2-1

Date Published: 9 j1n/7
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UNIT: VOLTAGE

Voltage is a basic electrical property. This information s needed to understand
direct current (DC) circuits.

PREREQUISITES:

Unit: Current

OBJECTIVES:

Given a student unit booklet, a student handbook, equipment and an experiment
work station, complete exercises and prescribed experiments about measuring
potential differences (voltage) that enable you to identify theoretical and
practical characteristics of electromotive force (voltage), calculate voltage
output for various sources, and identify the voltmeter, its purpose and method
of use.

RESOURCES:

Printed Materials

DC Circuits, An Individualized Approach to Electronics (booklet--Unit 2: Voltage--,
student handbook, progress tests). Paul E. Trejo, Westinghouse Learning Corporation,
New York, New York, 1972.

Equipment

ElectriLity/Electronics, "C" Case-Combination Learning Unit Portable, Model
BG850A/C, Brodhead-Garrett, Sacramento, California.

Volt-ohnneter
(3) 1.5 volt dry cells

GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS:

You have been prescribed into the second unit of this course. The activities that
you perform will be assigned one at a time. A LAP will give you directions for
each activity. Read the LAP and follow the procedure and directions given.

When you finish the performance activities for the unit, you will be given a
unit test as stated in the "Evaluation Procedures" for post testing. After successful
completion of the unit test, the next assigned unit for the course is begun.

Principal Author(s): P. Hoggatt, L. Leland and B. Vetter
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PERFORMANCE ACTIVITIES:

.01 Electromotive Force and Voltage

.02 The Battery

.03 Measuring Voltage

77.01.02.00.A2-1

EVALUATION PROCEDURES:

The student takes a progress test about the major concepts and procedures presented
in the unit activities.

Successful completion is correctly answering at least 80% of the test items.

FOLLOW-THROUGH:

This guide gives you an overview of the unit. Your instructor is available to
answer questions you may have.

Please begin with the first assigned LAP in this unit.
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Date Published 9/11/75

Lear, mg tativity a k
Student:

Date:

PERFORMANCE ACTIVITY: Electromotive Force and v(.' :age

OB2;:_ VES:

Identify terms, definition of terms, and symbols related to a difference of
potential.

Mathematically expresses differences of potential.

EVALUATION PROCEDURE:

Student is to score at least 80% on the unit test for questions pertaining to this
performance activity.

RESOURCES:

DC Circuits, An Individualized Approach to Electronics (booklet--Unit 2: Voltage--),
Trejo.

PROCEDURE:

1. Read pages 3-11 in Unit 2, DC Circuits.

2. Answer questions within the chapter.

3. ProcL3d to next !AP.

Principal Author(s): P. Schuster, B. Vetter
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Learning Activity
Student:

PERFORMANCE ACTIVITY: The Battery

4papi, acka e

Date:

OBJECTIVES:

Identify the composition and chareicteristics of a dry cell battery.

Make applied voltage calculatiom-, for combinations of cells and batteries
in given series and parallel circuits.

EVALUATION PROCEDURE:

Student is to score at least 80% on the unit test for questions pertaining to
this performance activity.

RESOURCES:

DC Circuits, An Individualized Approach to Electronics (booklet- -Unit 2: Voltage--),
Trejo.

PROCEDURE:

1. Read pages 12-18 in Unit 2, DC Circuits.

2. Answer questions within the chapter.

3. Proc,,ed to ri2Y LAP.

PrinctpaI Author(s): P. Schuster, B. Vetter
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Lear on Activity ackage

PERFORMANCE ACTIVITY: Measurina Vol tage

Student:

OBJECTIVES:

Determine potential difference in given circuits.

Identi'y how to properly connect a voltmeter.

Dat.:

EVALUATION PROCEDURE:

Student is to score at least 80% on the unit test for questions pertaining to
this performance activity.

RESOURCES:

DC Circuits, An Individualized Approach to Electronics (booklet--Unit 2: Voltage--,
student handbook, progress tests), Trejo.

Electricity/Electronics, "C" Cast-Combination Learning Unit - Portable, Model
3G850A/C, Brodhead-Garrett.

Volt-ohmmeter
1.5 volt dry cells

PROCEDURE:

1. Read p9(:-: 16.-23 in Unit 2, DC Circuits.

2. Answer questions within the chapter.

3. Complete experiments 2, 3 and 4 in the student handbook.

4. Take the unit progress test.

Principal Author(s): P. Schuster, B. Vetter
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UNIT: RESISTANCE

Resistance is an electrical property. Current flow and electromotive force is
essential to comprehend understanding the relationships between resistance,
characteristics of direct current circuits.

PREREQUISITES:

Unit: Voltage

OBJECTIVES:

Given a student unit booklet, a student handbook, equipment and an experiment
work station, complete exercises and prescribed experiments about resistors
and resistance that enable you to identify and explain the theoretical and
practical characteristics of resistance and resistors, calculate the resistance
of electrical conductors, and identify the ohmmeter, its purpose and method of
use.

RESOURCES:

Printed Materials

DC Circuits, An Individualized Approach to Electronics (booklet--Unit 3: Resistance--,,
student handbook, progress tests). Paul E. Trejo, Westinghouse Learning Corporation,
New York, New York, 1972.

:2uipment

Electricity/Electronics, "C" Case-Combination Learning Unit Portable, Model
BG850A/C, Brodhead-Garrett, Sacramento, California.

Volt-ohmmeter
(4) 1.5 volt cells

GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS:

You have been prescribed into the third unit of this course. The activities that
you perform will be assigned one at a time. A LAP will give you directions for
each activity. Read the LAP and follow the procedure and directions given.

When you finish the performance activities for the unit, you will be gi/en a unit
test as stated in the "Evaluation Procedures" for post testing. After successful
completion of the unit test, the next assigned unit for the course i2 begun.

Principal Author(s): P. Hoggatt, L. Leland and B. Vetter
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PERFORMANCE ACTIVITIES:

.01 Characteristics of Resistance

.02 Resistors

.03 Resistor Codes and Values

.04 The Ohmmeter

EVALUATION PROCEDURES:

The student takes a progress t. t t major concepts and procedures presented
in the unit activities.

Successful completion is correctly answering at least 80% of the test items.

FOLLOW-THROUGH:

After reading this guide, proceed to the first assigned LAP.

If you have any questions, consult with your instructor.
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Learning Activ'fty Package

PERFORMANCE ACTIVITY: Chracteristics of Resistance

Student:

OBJECTIVES:

Describe resistance, conductor and insulator.

Define the ohm.

Calculate the resistance of a conductor.

Date:

EVALUATION PROCEDURE:

Student is to score at least 80% on the unit test for questions pertaining to
this performance activity.

RESOURCES:

DC Circuits, An Individualized Approach to Electronics (booklet--Unit 3: Resistance--),
Trejc.

PROCEDURE:

1. Read pages 3-12 in Unit 3, DC Circuits.

2. Answer questions within the chapter.

3. Proce-,d to nc,,t LAP.

Principal Author(s): P. Schuster, B. Vetter
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PERFORMANCE ACTIVITY:

File Code: 77.01.03.02.A2-0

Date Published 9/11/75

Learn ng \ctivity Pack
Student

Resistors

Date:

OBJECTIVES:

Identify the basic types of resistive material.

Describe types, functions, characteristics ana structure of various resistors.

identify s schematic symbols for resistors_

EVALUATION PROCEDURE:

Student is to score at least 80% on the unit test for questions pertaining to
this performance activity.

RESOURCES:

DC Circuits, An Individualized Approach to Electronics (booklet--Unit 3:
Resistance--), Trejo.

PROCEDURE:

1. Read pages 13-20 in Unit 3, DC Circuits.

2. Ans.2r cuestio 4ithin the chapter.

3. Proceed r.o next

Principal Akithor(s):
P. Schuster, B. Vetter
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PERFORMANCE ACTIVITY:

File Code: 77.01.03.03.A2-0

Date Published 9l11/75

Ling t iearn viity
Student:

Resistor Codes and Values

acka e

Date:

OBJECTIVES:

Use the color and alpha-numeric code to encode and decode resistance values.

Identify the type of resistor given a drawing or schematic symbol.

EVALUATION PROCEDURE:

Student is to score at least 807, on the unit test for questions pertaining
to this performance activity.

RESOURCES:

DC Circuits, An Individualized Approach to Electronics (booklet--Unit 3:
Resistance--), Trejo.

PROCEDURE:

1. Read pages 21-29 in Unit 3, DC Circuits.

2. Answer questions w'.thin the chapter.

3. Proceed to ne;..t LAP.

Princwal Authors): P. Schuster, B. Vetter
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Student:

Date:

PERFORMANCE ACTIVITY: The Ohmmeter

OBJECTIVES:

identify the parts of an ohmmeter and their function.

Identify correctly connected multmeter given circuit diagrams.

Calculate specific resistance readings identified on given simple
oircu diagrams.

EVALUATION PROCEDURE:

Student is to score at least 80% on the unit test for questions pertaining
to this performance activity.

RESOURCES:

DC Circuits, An Individualized Approach to Electronics (booklet--Unit 3:
Resistance--, student handbook, progress test), Trejo.

Electricity/Electronics, "C" Case-Combination Learning Unit Portable, Model
BG850A/C, Brodhead-Garrett.

Volt-ohmmeter
1.5 volt dry cells

PROCFOURE:

1. Read pages 30-39 in Unit 3, DC Circuits.

2. Answer questions within the chapter.

3. Complete experiment 5 in the student handbook.

NOTE: See instructor for any questions or problems.

4. Take the unit progress test.

Principal Author(s): P. Schuster, B. Vetter
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UNIT: MEASURING VOLTAGE AND CURRENT IN SERIES CIRCUITS

It is important that a service person interpret meter readings to determine if
a circuit is operating according to specifications.

PREREQUISITES:

Unit: Voltage

OBJECTIVES:

Given a student unit booklet, a student handbook, equipment and an experiment
station, complete exercises and prescribed experiments that enable you to
identify and explain theoretical and practical characteristics of DC circuits.

Measure electrical current and voltage in direct current series circuits, using
a multimeter.

RESOURCES:

Printed Material

DC Circuits, An Individualized Approach to Electronics (booklet--Unit 4: Measuring
Voltage and Current in Series Circuits--, student handbook, progress tests). Paul
E. Trejo, 1.4c,,tinqh2P: Learnirg Corporation, New York, New York, 1972.

Equipment

Electricity/Electronics, "C" Case-Combination Learning Unit - Portable, Model
BG85OA /C, Brodhead-Garrett, Sacramento, California.

Volt-ohmmeter
(4) 1.5 volt dry cells

GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS:

You have been prescribed into the fourth unit of this course. The activities that
you perform will be assigned one at a time. A LAP will give you directions for
each activity. Read the LAP and follow the procedure and directions given.

PRINCIPAL AUTHOR(s): P. Hoggatt, L. Leland and B. Vetter
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General Instructions: (continued)

When you finish the performance activities for the unit, you will be given a unit
test as stated in the "Evaluation Procedures" for post testing. After successful
completion of the unit tests, the next assigned unit for the course is begun.

PERFORMANCE ACTIVITIES:

.01 Measuring Current in a Series Circuit

.02 Measuring Voltage in a Series Circuit

.03 Measuring DC Voltage wiLh a Multimeter

EVALUATION PROCEDURE:

The student takes a progress test ;aLout the major concepts and procedures
presented in the unit activities.

Successfui completion is correctly answering at least 80 of the test items.

FOLLOW-THROUGH:

Proceed to the first assigned LAP. Follow the directions given in the LAP.
Your instructor will assist you if needed.
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PERFORMANCE ACTIVITY: Measuring Current in a Series Circuit

OBJECTIVES:

identify series circuit schematic diagrams.

Calculate the current flow at various points in a series circuit.

Identify the correct setting for the multimeter function and range switches
for a olven type of measurement.

Read current values from graphically presented rnultimeters.

EVALUATION PROCEDURE:

Student is to score at least 80% on the unit test for questions pertaining
to this performance activity.

RESOURCES:

DC Circuits, An Individualized Approach to Electronics (booklet--Unit 4:
Measuring Voltage and Current in Series Circuits-:T, frejo.

PROCEDURE:

1. Read pagos 3-17 Unit 4, DC Circuits.

2. Answer quesLions 41:hlh the cho!_;t:r.

3. Proceed to next LAP.

Principal Author(s): P. Schuster, B. Vetter
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PERFORMANCE ACTIVITY: Measuring Voltage in a Series Circuit

OBJECTIVES:

Determine where voltage drops will occur in given series circuits.

Calculate voltage drop across ident'fied elements in series circuits.

EVALUATION PROCEDURE:

Siudent is to score at least 8O on the unit test for questions pertaining
to this performance activity.

RESOURCES:

DC Circuits, An Individualized Approach to Electronics (booklet- -Unit 4:
Measuring Voltage and Current in Series Circuits--), Trejo.

PROCEDURE:

I. Read pages 18-26 in Unit 4, DC Circuits.

2. Answer questions within the chapter.

3. Proceed to next. LAP.

Principal Author(s): P. Schuster, B. Vetter
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PERFORMANCE ACTIVITY: Measuring DC Voltage with a Multimeter

OBJECTIVES:

Identify the procedures for connecting, using and reading a volt-ohmmeter.

Connect and use volt-ohmmeter to determine direct current voltages in given
series circuits.

EVALUATION PROCEDURE:

Student is to score at least 80% on the unit test for questions pertaining to this
perfnrmance activity.

RESOURCES:

DC Circuits, An ;ridividualized Approach to Electronics (booklet--Unit 4:
Measuring Voltage and Current in Series Circuits--, student handbook, progress
test), Trejo.

Electricty/Electronics, "C" Case-Combination Learning Unit - Portable, Model
BG50A/C, Brodhead-Garrett.

Vogt- ohmmeter
1.5 volt dry cells

PROCEDURE.

1. Read pages 27-39 in Unit 4, DC C'ircuits.

2. Answer questions within the chapter.

3. Complete experiment 6 in the student handbook.

NOTE: See instructor for any questions or problems.

4. Take the unit progress test.

Princ:pai Author(s): P. Schuster, B. Vetter
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UNIT: RELATIONSHIPS OF CURRENT, VOLTAGE AND RESISTANCE

RATIONALE:

Knowledge about the effects of changing electrical properties and their
relationships in circuits will provide logic for troubleshooting and circuit

diagnosis.

PREREQUISITES:

Unit: Measuring Voltage and Current In Series Circuits

OBJECTIVES:

Given a student unit booklet, a student handbook, equipment an an experiment
station, complete exercises and prescribed experiments that enable you to identify

and explain relationships of voltage, current, resistance and power, using the

power formula and Ohm's Law; calculate electrical power; and use the comparison
table and multimeter troubleshooting methods for direct current series circuits.

RESOURCES:

Printed Materials

DC Circuits, An Individualized Approach to Electronics (booklet--Unit 5: Relation-
ships of Current, Voltage and Resistance--, student handbook, progress tests). Paul

E. Trejo, Westinghouse Learning Corporation, New York, New York, 1972.

Equipment

Electricity/Electronics, "C" Case-Combination Learning Unit - Portable, Model
BG850A/C, Brodhead-Garrett, Sacramento, California.

Regulated power supply
Volt-ohnueter

GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS:

You have been prescribed into the fifth unit of this course. The activities that

you perform will be assigned one at a time. A LAP will give you directions for
each activity. Read the LAP and follow the procedure and directions given.

Principal Author(s): P. Hoggatt, L. Leland and B. Vetter
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General Instructions: (continued)

When you finish the performance activities for the unit, you will be given a
unit test as stated in the "Evaluation Procedures" for post testing. After
successful completion of the unit test, the next assigned unit for the course is
begun.

PERFORMANCE ACTIVITIES:

.01 Relationship of Current to Voltage and Resistance

.02 The Ohm's Law Formula

.03 Power

.04 Internal Resistance

.05 Troubleshooting Series Circuits

EVALUATION PROCEDURES:

The student takes a progress test about the major concepts and procedures
presented in the unit activities.

Successful completion is correctly answering at least 80% of the test items.

FOLLOW-THROUGH:

If you now have any questions, consult your instructor. Otherwise, you should
proceed to the first assigned LAP.
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Relationship of Current to Voltage and Resistance
PERFORMANCE ACTIVITY:

OBJECTIVES:

Identify the proportional relationship of voltage, resistance and current and
write this as a mathematical equation.

Use the proportional relationships to determine how a change in one electrical
property affect the others (voltage, resistance or current).

EVALUATION PROCEDURE:

Student is to score at least 80% on the unit test for questions pertaining to
this performance activity.

RESOURCES:

DC Circuits, An Individualized Approach to Electronics, (booklet--Unit 5:
Relationships of Current, Voltage and Resistance--), Trejo.

PROCEDURE:

1. Read pages 3-9 in Unit 5, DC Circuits.

2. Answer questions within the chapter.

3. Proced to ne:(.1-. _AP.

Principal Author(s): P. Schuster, B. Vetter
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PERFORMANCE ACTIVITY: The Ohm's Law Formula

OBJECTIVES:

State the Ohm's Law and write it as a mathematical formula.

Calculate the unknown values of either voltage, resistance or current
using the Ohm's Law Formula when given series circuit schematic drawings.

EVALUATION PROCEDURE:

Student is to score at least 80% on the unit test for questions pertaining to
this performance activity.

RESOURCES:

DC Circuits, An Individualized Approach to Electronics (booklet--Unit 5:
Relationships of-Current, Voltage and Resistance--), Trejo.

PROCEDURE:

1. Read pages 1-23 in Unit 5, DC Circuits.

2. Answer questions within the chapter.

3. Proceed to next LAP.

Principal Author(s): P. Schuster, B. Vetter
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PERFORMANCE ACTIVITY: Power

OBJECTIVES:

Define electrical power and write the mathematical formula for electrical power.

Calculate the unknown values of either electrical power, resistance, voltage or
current using the electrical power formulas and Ohm's Law when given series
circuit schematic diagrams.

EVALUATION PROCEDURE:

Student is to score at least 80% on the unit test for questions pertaining
to this performance activity.

RESOURCES:

DC Circuits, An Individualized Approach to Electronics (booklet- -Unit 5:
Relationships of Current, Voltage and Resistance--), Trejo.

PROCEDURE:

I. Read pages 24-32 in Unit 5, DC Circuits.

2. Answer questions within the chapter.

3. ProceuJ i.xt LAP.

Principal Author(s): P. Schuster, B. Vetter
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PERFORMANCE ACTIVITY: Internal P.esi Lance
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OBJECTIVES:

Identify the symbol for internal resistance.

Identify the effect of, state how to determine and caiculate the internal

resistance for given series circuits.

EVALUATION PROCEDURE:

Student is to score at least 80% on the unit test for questions pertaining to

this performance activity.

RESOURCES:

DC Circuits, An Individualized Approach to Electronics (booklet--Unit 5:
Relationships of current, Voltage and Resistance--), Trejo.

PROCEDURE:

1. Read _rages 33-38 in Unit 5, DC Circuits.

2. Answer questions within the chapter.

3. to LAP.

Principal Author(s): P. Schuster, B. Vetter
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PERFORMANCE /ACTIVITY:

OBJECTIVES:

Complete comparison tables for given series circuits.

Use comparison tables to identify circuits problems.

Identify the function of a series circuit protective device.

Learning

Code: 77,01,05.05.A2-0

Date Published 911 1/75

ctivity Package
Student:

Date:

Tk'oubleshooting Series Circuits

EVALUATION PROCEDURE:

Student is to score at least 8N on the unit test tor questions pertaining to
this Performance activity.

RESOURCES:

DC Circuits, An Individualized Approach to Electronics (booklet--Unit 5:
Relationships of Current, Voltage and Resistance--, student handbook, progress
test), Trejo.

Electricity/Electronics, "C" Case-Combination Learning Unit Portable, Model

BG850A/C, Brodhead-Garrett.

Volt-ohmmeter
Regulated power supply

PROCEDURE:

I. Read pages 39-47 in Unit 5, DC Circuits.

2. Answer questions within the chapter.

3. Complete experiment 7 in the student handbook.

NOTE: See instructor for any questions or problems.

4. Take the unit progress test.

Principal Author(s) P. Schuster, B. Vetter
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UNIT: PARALLEL CIRCUITS

Understanding the concept and use of parallel circuits is vital to a repairman
because parallel circuits are used in electronic devices.

PREREQUISITES:

Unit: Relationships of Current, Voltage and Resistance

OBJECTIVES:

Given a student unit booklet, complete exercises that identify and explain
relationships of current, power, resistance and voltage.

Use the power formula and Kirchhoff's Law to calculate electrical power.

Use a troubleshooting table.

RESOURCES:

Printed Materials

DC Circuits, An Individualized Approach to Electronics (booklet--Unit 6: Parallel
Circuits--, progress tests). Paul E. Trejo, Westinghouse Learning Corporation,
New York, New York, 1972.

GENERA' INSTRUCTIONS:

You have been prescribed into the sixth unit of this cl)urse. The activities that
you perform will be assigned one at a time. A LAP will give you directions for
each activity. Read the LAP and follow the procedure and diic,-tions given.

When you finish the perfo,.mance activities for the unit, you will be given a
unit test as stated in the "Evaluation Procedures" for post testing. After
successful completi,m ')f the unit test, the next assigned unit for the course
is tiegun.

Lf=?Lirv! and 2. Vet.1-.er
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PERFORMANCE ACTIVITIES:

.01 Voltage and Current

.02 Resistance and Power

.03 Troubleshooting Parallel Circuits

.04 Variational Analysis

EVALUATION PROCEDURE:

The student takes a progress test about the major concepts and procedures
presented in the unit activities.

Successful completion is correctly answering at least 80% of the test items.

FOLLOW-THROUGH:

If you hdve questions about this unit, consult with the instructor. Obtain the
first assigned LAP in Lhis unit and follow the directions given.
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Voltage and Current

Sligiont:

Die:

OBJECTIVES:

Identify the general characteristics of parallel circuits.

Identify and use Kirchhoff's Voltage and Current Laws for DC Parallel Circuits.

EVALUATION PROCEDURE:

Student is to score at least 80% on the unit test for questions pertaining
to this performance activity.

RESOURCES:

DC Circuits, An Individualized Approach to Electronics (booklet -- -Unit 6:

Parallel Circuits-q-, Trejo.

PROCEDURE:

I. Read pages 3-9 in Unit 6, DC Circuits.

2. Answer questions within the chapter.

Pro eeo tc! next LAP.

Principal Author(s): P. Schner, B. Vetter
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PERFORMANCE ACTiVITY: Resistance Power

Student:

Dare.

Package

(-;iven schematic diagrams of parallel circuits with identified circuit
propf,7-rties, compute resistance and power at various points in the
tircuit:,; ar:d total cirT.uit resistance and power.

Giver v.Iricus schematic diacrams determine which circuits are electrically
Pcluival-nL

EVALUATION PROCEDURE:

Student to score at least 80% on the unit test for questions pertaining

to this performance activity.

RESOURCES:

DC Circuits, An Individualized Approach to Electronics (booklet--Unit 6:
Parallel Circuits-=7, Trejo.

PROCEDURE:

1. Read pages 10-24 in Unit 6, DC Circuits.

2. questi!L,; with-in the chapter.

Principal Author's):

LAP.

P. Schuster, B. Vette-
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Troubleshooting Parallel Circuits

Package

Determine the effect an ,,pen and short has on a given paralle: direct current
circuit.

Calculate various unknowns voltage, curren'J., power and resist:Ince) for
given Parallel direct current circuits.

EVALUATION PROCDURE:

Student is to sLe,e at least 80 on the test for questions pertaining to
this performance activity.

RESOURCES:

DC Circuits, An Indiyidualized 4proach to Electronics (bookletUnit 6:
Trejo.

PPIDC':DURE:

1. Unit O, DC Circuits.

t.hr- (,=r
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Princwiti All Wor(s ): ',/etter
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Identfy anA des.Jrihe dependent and inOpendent variables in a parallel direct
current ,-;rcuit.

Compi a a variational analysis table for a given parallel circuit that shows
th? affect of current, power, voltage drops and total resistance when varying

aDplif.! voltage or resistance.

EVALUATION PROCEDURE:

Student is to score at least 80% on the unit test for questions pertaining to
this performance activity.

RESOURCES:

DC Circuits, An Individualized Approach to Electronics (booklet--Unit 6:
Parallel Circuits -, progress testr, Trejo.

PROCEDURE:

1. Read pages 31-38 in Unit 6, DC Circuits.

2. An_:Pr questi..-, within the chapter.

!inIt p,TJgce.2.s Lest.

Principal Author's): P. Srhurer, B. Vr,tt
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UNIT: SERIES-PARALLEL CIRCUITS

Most circuits are a combination of series and parallel circuits. This unit will
explain the combined operational relationship.

PREREQUISITES:

Unit: Parallel Circuits

OBJECTIVES:

Given a student unit booklet, complete exercises that identify and explain tale
relationships of voltage and resistance in complex (series-parallel) direct
current circuits; and identify voltage divider, its purpose and operational
characteristics.

RESOURCES:

Printed Materials

DC Circuits, An Individualized Approach to Electronics (booklet--Unit 7: Series-
Parallel Circuits--, progress tests). Paul E. Trejo, Westinghouse Learning
Corporation, New York, New York, 1972.

GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS:

You have been prescribed ihi:o the seventh unit of this course. The activities
that you perform will be assigned one at a time. A LAP will give you directions
for each activity. Read the LAP and follow the procedi.we and directions given.

When you finish the performance activities for the unit, you will De given a unit
test as stated in the "Evaluation Procedures for post testing. After successful
completion of the unit test, the next assigned unit for the course is begun.

PERFORMANCE ACTIVITIES.

.01 Complex. Circuits

.02 Voltage Reference

.03 Voltage Dividers
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EVALUATION PROCEDURE:

The student takes a progress test aboi the major concepts and procedures
presented in the unit activities.

Successful completion is correctly answering at least 80% of the test items.

FOLLOW-THROUGH:

After completing this guide, start with the first assigned LAP. Your instructor
will help you with ary questions.
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PERFORMANCE ACTiV/TY:
Complex Circuits

OBJECTIVES:

Student:

Date:

Given a schematic of various series parallel circuits, redraw into simplified
ciralit diagrams.

Determine the values needed to complete an analysis table. (This table should
include resistance, current, voltage and power ratings in total and at
varLLs points in circuits.)

EVALUATION PROCEDURE:

Student is to score at least 80% on the unit test for questions pertaining
to this performance activity.

RESOURCES:

DC Circuits, An Individualized Approach to Electronics (booklet--Unit 7:
Series-Parallel Circuits--), Trejo.

PROCEDURE:

I. Read pages 3 14 in Unit 7, DC Circuits.

2. Ans---tr duestir: within the chapter.

3. ''-oceed to next LAP,

Principal Author(s): P. Schuster, B. Vetter
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OBJECTI1ES:

Identify the schematic symbol for a grounded connection.

EAplaH the effects of a grounded connection at various points in a direct
.,currer circuit.

Calc aid rec'o'rd voltages with respect to ground.

Identify where a ground connection should he made to obtain a negative voltage.

EVALUATION PROCEDURE:

Student is to score at least 80% on the unit test for questions pertaining
to this performance activity.

RESOURCES:

DC Circuits, An Individualized Approach to Electronics (booklet- -Unit 7:
Series Parallel Circuits--T, Trejo.

PROCEDURE:

I. Re pages 1'3-21 in Unit 7, DC Circuits.

2. fIns questions within the chpter.

3. Proceed to next LAP.

Princ:pal Author(s): P. Schuster, B. Vetter
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PERFORMANCE ACTIVITY: Vol tage Dividers

OBJECTIVES:

Student:

Identify a bleeder resistor.

Date:

Calculate and record the missing information to make a correct circuit when
given an incomplete schematic of a voltage divider network.

Calculate current flow through a bleeder resistor under stated conditions.

Draw tne schematic diagram of a voltage divider for given design conditions.

EVALUATION PROCEDURE:

Student is to score at least 80% on the unit test for questions pertaining
to this performance activity.

RESOURCES:

DC Circuits, An Individualized Approach to Electronics (booklet - -Unit 7:
Series-ParaTrel Circuits--, progress test-Trrejo.

PROCEDURE:

I. Reau cages in Unit 7, DC Circuits.

2. MswPr :_;liestiors within the cnver.

3. Take the unit progress test.

Principal Author(s): P. Schuster, B. Vetter
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UNIT: MAGNETISM AND ELECTROMAGNETICS

RATIONALE:

The principles of magnetism and electromagnetics are basic to understanding
electrical devices. Many circuit components use electromagnetism to function.

PREREQUISITES:

Unit: Series-Parallel Circuits

OBJECTIVES:

Given a student unit booklet, complete exercises that identify and explain the
theoretical and practical characteristics of magnetism and induction in direct
current electrical/electronic circuits.

RESOURCES:

Printed Materials

DC Circuits, An Individualized Approach to Electronics (booklet--Unit 8: Magnetism

and Electromagnetics--, progress tests). Paul E. Trejo, Westinghouse Learning
Corporation, New York, New York, 1972.

GENERAL INFORMATION:

You have bee:, ,rc_scribed into tne 'ighth unit of this course. The activities that

you peiorm will be assigned one at a time. A LAP will give you directions for
each activity. Read the LAP and follow the procedure and directions given.

When you finish the performance activities for the unit you will be given a unit
test as stated in the "Evaluation Procedures" for post testing. After successful
completion of the unit test, the next assigned unit for the course is begun.

PERFORMANCE ACTIVITIES:

.01 Magnetism

.02 Electromagnetism

.03 Electromagnetit Induction

.04 Induction, Inductance and Inductors

Principal Author(s); P. Hoggatt, L. Leland and B. Vetter
O
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EVALUATION PROCEDURE:

The student takes a progress test about the major concepts and procedures
presented in the unit activities.

Successful completion is correctly answering at least 80% of the test items.

FOLLOW-THROUGH:

You are now in the eight unit of the D. C. Circuits Course. There are four
LAPs in this unit.

Begin the next assigned LAP.
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PERFORMANCE ACTiVITY: Magnetism

Student:

Date:

OBJECTIVES:

identify characteristics of magnetism.

idenLiry ad define terms used to describe magnetism.

Explain magnetic field characteristics and the effect of shielding.

EVALUATION PROCEDURE:

Student is to score at least 80(Z on the unit test for questions pertaining
to this performance activity.

RESOURCES:

DC Circuits, An Individualized Approach to Electronics (booklet--Unit 8:
Magnetism and Electromagnetics--), Trejo.

PROCEDURE:

1. Read pages 3-13 in Unit 8, DC Circuits.

Answer questions within the chapter.

3. ProceeJ t^ LAP.

Principal Author(s): P. Schuster, B. Vetter
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Electromagnetism
PERFORMANCE ACTIVITY:

Student:

ack. ge

Date:

OBJECTIVES:

Explain characteristics of electromagnetism.

Explain :end use the Left Hand Rule for Conductors and Coils.

Identify types and functions of relays and solonoids.

EVALUATION PROCEDURE:

Student is to score at least 80% on the unit test for questions pertaining
to this performance activity.

RESOURCES:

DC Circuits, An Individualized A roach to Electronics (booklet--Unit 8:
Magnetism and Electromaqnetics- , Trejo.

PROCEDURE:

1. Read pages 14-22 in Unit 8, DC Circuits.

2. Arsw,:r queir7!ilr> within the chapter.

3. Procee, , ;idxt LP.0.

Princtpal Author(s): P. Schuste , B. Vetter
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PERFORMANCE ACTIVITY: Electrognetic Induction

Student:

Date.

OBJECTIVES:

Id2nr,ify and define terms used to describe induction.

Explain and use the Left Hand Rule for Generators.

State tree conditions required for electrognetic induction.

Describe counter electromotive Force.

Describe and apply Lenz's Law.

EVALUATION PROCEDURE:

Student is to score at least 80% on the unit test for questions pertaining
to this performance activity.

RESOURCES:

CC Circuits, An Individualized Approach to Electronics (booklet- -Unit 8:
Magnetism and Electromagnetics), Trejo.

PROCEDURE:

1. Pead pages ?.3-37 in Unit 8, .

2. Answer questions within the chapter.

3. Proceed to next LAP.

Principal Author(s): P. Schuster, B. Vetter
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PERFORMANCE ACTIVITY:

File Code 77.01.08.04.A2-0

Date Published 9/11/75

Learn hrt g ctiviity Pac age
Student:

Da e

induction, Induct,uice and Inductors

OBJECTIVES:

Describ_ the characteristics of flux dens,ty.

Describe the factors that determine inductance and induction in a coil.

Explain the differences between induction and inductance.

DetermTh3 ::he amount of inductance a circuit from a g'ven schematic diagram.

EVALUATION PROCE:'''RE:

Student is tc score at least 80% on the un't test for questions pertaining to
this performance activity.

RESOURCES:

DC Circuits, An Individualized Approach to Electronics (bookletHnit 8:
Magnetism and Electromagnetics, progress test), Trejo.

PROCEDURE:

1. Read pages 38-8 in Unit 8, DC Circuits.

2. Answn Tiors within chapter.

3. Take the unit progress test.

Principal Author(s): P. "3chuster, B. Vetter
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UNIT: MUTUAL. INDUCTION AND RL CIRCUITS

An understandir,j of mutual induction, RL circuits and time constants is stressed
in this unit. This irformation will hc-lp you understand now electrical power is
distributed within the circuit. Effectiveness in troubleshooting is increased
when applying this information.

PREREOUISITES:

Unit: Magnetism and Electromagnetics

OBJECTIVES:

Given a student unit booklet, complete exercises that id.mtify, explain and mathe-
matically determine the effect that inductance, voltage and resistance hive on
induction and RL time constant in electrical/electronic direct current circuits.

RESOURCES:
Printed Materials

DC Circuits, An Individualized Approach to Electronics (booklet--Unit 9: Mutual
Induction and RL Circuits--, progress tests). Paul E. Trejo, Westinghouse
Learning Corporation, New York, New Ycrk, 1972.

GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS:

You have betn into Ci;r5 -inth unit of this course. The activities that
you perform will be assigned one at a time. A LAP will give you directions for
each activity. Read the LAP and follow the procedure and directions given.

When you finish the peyformance activities for the unit, you will be given a unit test
as stated in the "Evaluation Procedures" for post testing. After successful
completion of the uni-: test, the next assigned unit for the course is begun.

PERFORMANCE ACTIVITES:

.01 Mutual Induction

.02 RL Circuits

.03 RL Time Constant

Principal Author(s): P. Hoggatt, L. Leland and B. Vetter
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EVALUATION PROCEDURE:

The student takes a progress test about the major concepts and procedures
presented in the unit activities.

Successful completion is correctly answering at least 80% of the test items.

FOLLOW-THROUGH:

Go to the first assigned LAP for this unit.
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Learning Acicivqv Pac agey,

DJ

Mutual Inducrjon

Student:

Data:

PERFORMANCE ACTIVITY:

OBJECTIVES:

Identify the polarity of a series DC circuit the instant the switch is closed.

Given sctls of schematic symbols for coils, determine which have the greatest
mutual inductance.

Determirr- 01,=. total inductance of a circuit that contains either aiding or
opposng

EVALUATIf.,N PROCEDURE:

Student is to score at least 80% on the unit test for questions pertaining
to this performance activity.

RESOURCES:

DC Circuits, An Individualized Approach to Electronii_s (booklet--Unit 9:
Mutual Induction and RL Circuits--), Trejo.

PROCEDURE:

I. Read pages 3-14 in Unit 9, DC Circuits.

2. Answ,.i.- withir the chapter.

3. - roceed to next LAP.

Author(s): P. Schuster, B. Vetter
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RL Circuits

Sturiant:

Date:

OBJECTIVES:

identify the characteristics of a RL series circuit.

Given a circuit time decay graph, determine the voltage and current for the inductor

and resistor at various times.

EVALUATION PROCEDURE:

Student is to score at least 80'. on the unit test for questions pertaining

to this performance activity.

RESOURCES:

DC Circuits, An Individualized Approach to Electronics (booklet--Unit 9:

Mutual Induction and RL Circuits--j, Trejo.

PROCEDURE:

1. Read pages 15-22 in Unit 9, DC Circuits.

2. Answer questions within the chapter.

J. Proeed ±.(7 LAP.

Principal Author(s): P. Schuster, B. Vetter
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ctivity- Package
Student

Date:

OEJECTIVES:

Identify and use the resistive inductance RL formula for determing time constant.

Given series RL circuits and a universal time constant chart, compute time constants,
voltages, currents and resistance at various times.

EVALUATION PROCEDURE:

Student is to score at least BM on the unit test for questions pertaining to
this performance activity.

RESOURCES:

DC Circuits, Ar IndiYidualized Approach to Electronics (booklet--Unit 9:
Mutual Induction and RL Circuits--, progress test), Trejo.

PROCEDURE:

1. Read pages 23-38 in Unit 9, DC Circuits.

2. Answer questions within the chapter.

3. Tak -..-rgress test.

Principal Author(s): P. Schuster, B. Vetter
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Capacitors are basic electronic circuit components. Capacitance is a circuit
property. Understanding the property of capacitance will then help you to
diagnose and troubleshoot correctly.

PREREQUISITES:

Unit: Mutual Induction and RL Circuits

OBJECTIVES:

Given a student unit booklet, a s7udent handbook, equipment and an experiment
station, complete exercises an: prescribed experiments that enable you to identify,
explain and alathematically determine the effect that capacity, voltage and resistance
have on capacitance and RC time constant in electrical/electronic direct current
circuits.

RESOURCES:

Printed Materials

DC Circuits, An Individuali2=A Approach to Electronics (booklet--Unit 10: Capacitance--,
student handbook, progress tests). Paul E. Trejo, Westinghouse Learning Corporation,
New York , New York, 1972.

Fnui pment

Electricity /Electronics, "C' Case-Combination Learning Unit Portable, Model
BG850A/C, Brodhead-Garrett, Sacramento, California.

Vacuum tube volt meter
Regulated power supply
Stop watch

GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS:

You have been prescribed into the tenth unit of this course. The activities that
you perform will be assigned one at a time. A LAP will give you directions for
each activity. Read the LAP and follow the procedure and directions given.

Principal Author(s): P. Hoggatt, L. Leland and B. Vetter
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When you finish the performance :,.cti/ities for the uHit, yo '.1 will be given a
Jnit test as stated in the "Evaluation Procedures" for post tes ti ng.

PERFORMANCE ACTIVITIES:

.01 The Capacitor

.u, Capacitance
D3 Capacitance Calculations
,04 RC Time Constant

EVALUATION PROCEDURES:

The studen takes a progress test about: the major concepts and procedures
presented in the unit activities.

Succesf.fH completion is correctly ansering t least of the test items.

FOLLOW-THROUGH:

This is the final unit in the D.C. Circuits Course. This course will be the

basis for future application. Please start the first assigned LAP.
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The Capacitor

Fiie Cod
77.01.10.01.A2-0P

Late PublIsh 9/11/75er.

fty Package
Sludent:

Date:

ilDjECTIVFS.

Identify toes of capacitors and their internal structure.

Ide(H,ify the functian of a capacitor in a series DC circuit.

EVIUATION PROCEDURE:

Student is to score at least 60% on r.he unit test for questions pertaining
to this performance activity.

RESOURCES:

DC Circuits, An inchvidualized ApEroach to Electronics (bookletUnit 10:
apacitiance-J,

PROCEDURE:

1. Read pages 3-16 in Unit 10, DC Circuits.

2. Answer questions within the chapter.

3. Prc.ceed to net LAP.

Principal Author(s): P. Schuster, B. Vetter
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..=liven a pictorial of the plat s of several capcitJcs, determine which as the
greater capacitance.

Identify and use the and symbol for capacitance.

Identify ccu in a series D.C. circu.;t that will increase the capacitance
of the circuit.

EVALUATION PROCEDURE:

Student is to score at least 80 on the unit test for questions pertaining
to this performance activity.

RESOURCES:

DC Circuits, An Individualized Approach to Electronics (booklet- -Unit 10:
Capacitance--), Trejo.

PROCEDURE:

1. Pea'' I: in Unit 10, DC Circuits.

2. Answer ..2.,,..ons ,diC !).er.

3. Proceed 1.-_; next. LAP.

Principal Author(s): Schuster, B. Vetter
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PER FORMANCE ACTIVITY:

02jECTIF:

Capacita Calculations

Student:

Date

Calculate the 'cotal capacitance of a series D.C. circuit.

EVALUATION PROCEDURE:

Student i a to score at lest 80Y; orl the ()nit test --'or questions pertaining
to ths. rerformance

RESOURCES:

DC Circuits, An Individualized Approach to Electronics (booklet--Unit
Capacitance--), Trejo.

PROCEDURE:

1. Read pages 22-27 in Unit 10, DC Circuits.

2. Answer questions within the chapter.

3. Proceed to .ext LAP.

Principal Author(s): P. Schuster, R. 'letter
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RC Time Constant
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Student:

Date:

Calculate values for voltage, current and voltage drops at various times
d!Irinn charging or discharging of a capacitor in a series D.C. circuit.

Identify the effect on the RC time constant of a series circuit when the

resistance, capacitance or voltage is inceased.

Identify zero or maximum values for current, voltage and voltage drops

of a charged capacitor in a series circuit.

EVALUATION PROCEDURE:

Student is to score at least 80% on the unit test for questions pertaining

to this performance activity.

RESOURCES:

DC Circuits, An Individualized Approach to Electronics (booklet- -Unit 10:

Capacitance student handbook, progress test), Trejo.

Electricity /Electronics, "C" Case-Combination Learning Unit Portable,

MoJei BO850A/C, Brodhead-Garrett..

Vacuu
Regulted supf.)ly

Stop watch

PROCEDURE:

1. Read pages 28-38 in UHit 10, DC Cir'.7

Ans.,,,er questions within the chapter.

t-,,s

3. Complete experiement 8 in the student handbook.

NOTE: See instructor for any questions or problems.

4. Take the unit progress test.

Principal Author(s): P. Schuster, B. Vetter


